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Abstract 
The weakness He-Dawson’s threshold multi-secret sharing scheme is presented and analyzed. 

By using the one-way function thought in the He-Dawson scheme, a new multi-use and multi-secret 
sharing scheme is proposed. The improved scheme is multi-time-use of once secret shares distribution 
and can resist conspiring attack. Furthermore, the new scheme is multi-secret sharing, group secrets can 
be reconstructed in free order and different group secret is corresponding to different threshold value 
which can meet with different practical application. At last, the security and efficiency of the new proposed 
multi-secret sharing scheme are analyzed. 
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1. Introduction 
Secret sharing schemes based on Lagrange interpolating polynomial and linear 

projective geometry were proposed independently by Blakley [1] and Shamir [2]. In a (t, n) 
threshold secret sharing scheme, secret holder delivers the distinct secret values (called shares 
or shadows) to n participants. At least t or more participants can combine their shares and 
recover the secret, but only t-1 or less members cann’t. Based on these properties, secret 
sharing has been used in many fields of modern cryptography and is an important part of 
modern cryptography.The motivation for secret sharing is secure key management. In some 
situations, there is usually a key that provides access to many important files. If such a key is 
lost (e.g., the person who knows the key is lost, or the computer that stores the key is 
destroyed), then all the important files become inaccessible. The basic idea in secret sharing is 
to divide the secret key into pieces and distribute the pieces to different persons so that certain 
subsets of the persons can get together to recover the key. The thought can be realized by 
mathematics methods. A (t, n) threshold scheme is a technique to share a key among n users. 
A threshold scheme has many practical applications, such as opening a bank vault or 
authenticating an electronic funds transfer. However, there are several situations in which many 
different secrets need to be shared among a group of users. In a straightforward approach, we 
can solve the problem by using any exiting threshold scheme repeatedly and distributing 
multiple secret shadows to each user in the group.  According to [3], when a group secret has 
been reconstructed, if another secret need to be reconstructed,it is required that the trusted 
center (TC) redistribute fresh shares to every participant, which  is called a one-time-use 
scheme. To distribute shares is a very punctilious and costly process.  For this reason, the 
property of multi-time-use of once secret shares distribution is necessary in secret sharing 
schemes. He-Dawson [4] proposed a multi-stage secret sharing scheme to share multiple 
secrets based on one-way function. They used the public shift technique to obtain the true 
shares and the successive applications of one-way function to make the secrets reconstructed 
stage-by-stage in special order. The scheme allows a group of users to share multiple secrets 
and each user only needs to keep one shadow. Later, Harn [5] proposed an alternative scheme 
to realize the same function. Chang [6] also proposed a scheme that he claimed it was superior 
to He-Dawson and Harn’s two schemes. However, Chang declared his scheme reconstructed 
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group secrets in the fixed order rather than free order. Recently, another several multi-secret 
scheme [7-9] were proposed, ther are less efficient than He-Dawson’s scheme which uses one-
way function to realize multi-secret sharing. 

In this paper, we will show He-Dawson scheme’s weakness that it is one-time-use 
scheme and can’t endure conspiring attack. At the same time, we shall also use the one-way 
function thoughts in the He-Dawson scheme to propose a new multi-secret sharing scheme. 
The new scheme is multi-time-use of once secret shares distribution and secure. Furthermore, 
the new scheme is multi-secret sharing, group secrets can be reconstructed in free order and 
different group secret is corresponding to different threshold value which can meet with different 
practical application. At last, the security of the new proposed multi-secret sharing scheme 
between the new and the old scheme are analyzed. 
 
 
2. Characeristics of One-way Hash Function 

A hash function h () is a transformation that takes a variable-size input m and returns a 
fixed-size string, which is called the hash value h (that is, h = h(m)). Hash functions with just this 
property have a variety of general computational uses, but when employed in cryptography the 
hash functions are usually chosen to have some additional properties. The basic requirements 
for a cryptographic hash function are: the input can be of any length, the output has a fixed 
length, h (x) is relatively easy to compute for any given x , h (x) is one-way, h (x) is collision-free. 
A hash function h () is said to be one-way if it is hard to invert, where "hard to invert" means that 
given a hash value h, it is computationally infeasible to find some input x such that h (x) = h. If 
given a message x, it is computationally infeasible to find a message y not equal to x such that  
h (x) = h (y) then h () is said to be a weakly collision-free hash function.A strongly collision-free 
hash function h() is one for which it is computationally infeasible to find any two messages x and 
y such that h(x) = h(y). The hash value represents concisely the longer message or document 
from which it was computed; one can think of a message digest as a "digital fingerprint" of the 
larger document. Examples of well-known hash functions are MD2 and MD5  and SHA. Perhaps 
the main role of a cryptographic hash function is in the provision of digital signatures. The 
following schemes use the characteristics of the hash function to realize efficient multi-secret 
sharing. 
 
 
3. He-Dawson’s  Multi-secret Sharing Scheme 

In He-Dawson’s scheme, the trusted center (TC) generates the group secrets and 
makes group members reconstruct group secrets in special order. They claimed their scheme to 
be a multi-time-use scheme of once secret shares distribution. Their scheme notations are 
defined as follows. Let 

pp ZZh :  be any one-way function and p is a big prime integer while 

)(mh k  denotes k successive applications of h to m; i.e., mmh )(0 , and 

)).(()( 1 mhhmh kk   Assume the TC wants to share k secrets 
is  (for ),,2,1 ki  and at 

least t participants can reconstruct the secrets. Then, the TC randomly chooses n distinct 
integers 

iID   (for )*
pi ZID  as the participants’ public identity information and performs the 

following steps: 

Step 1:  Randomly choose nxxx ,,, 21  )( *
pi Zx  as the secret shares. 

Step 2:  For ki ,,2,1  executes the following steps: 

1. Constructs a polynomial )(xPi  of degree (t-1) and ii sP )0( . 

2. Computes )( jiij IDPZ  ,for nj ,,2,1  . 

3. Computes )(1
j

i
ijij xhZd  as the shift values and )(1

j
i xh  as the pseudo shares 

, for nj ,,2,1  . 

Step 3:   Delivers ix to each participant secretly and publishes all ijd , for ki ,,2,1   

and nj ,,2,1  . 
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At least t participants provide their pseudo shares in the special order: 
)(,),(),( 021

jj
k

j
k xhxhxh  (for tj ,,2,1  ), to reconstruct the polynomials  )( xPi

 for 

.1,,1,  kki                                                       

Then each secret is reconstructed through the following formula ( .1,,1,  kki ): 
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 The secret are reconstructed in the special order;  11 ,,, sss kk  . 

 
 

4. The Shortage of He-Dawson’s Scheme 
He-Dawson’s Scheme  isn’t  multi-time-use  scheme.  To  reconstruct  the  final  secret 

1s , at least t participants must provide their pseudo shares )(0
ixh for ti ,,2,1  . Note that 

ii xxh )(0 . So, after reconstructing all the secrets, the TC must distribute new secret shadow

'ix  to each participant over a secret channel because old member secret shares ix  has been 

publicized. Thus, their schemes belongs to the one-time-use scheme. 
  He-Dawson’s scheme  can’t  endure conspiring attack.  If  someone  first  provides 

her/his  pseudo  share  )( 1
1 xh ,  the  other  participants  can  easily  obtain her/his pseudo 

shares )(,),(),( 1
1

1
3

1
2 xhxhxh k  . Then only (t-1) other participants can cooperate to 

reconstruct the secrets ksss ,,, 32  . 

 
 
5. The Improved  Multi-time-use Multi-secret Sharing Scheme  
5.1. System parameters Initialization and Secret Shadows distribution  

The proposed scheme notations are defined as follows. Let pp ZZh :  be a secure 

one-way function and p is a big prime integer while )(mhk  denotes k successive applications of 

h to m and g is a primitive element of *
pZ . Assume the TC wants to share k group secrets 

is  

(for ),,2,1 ki  and different t participants can reconstruct the corresponding group secrets. 

the trusted center (TC) randomly chooses n distinct integers iID  ( )*
pi ZID  as the 

participants’ public information and performs the following steps: 

Step 1: Randomly choose nxxx ,,, 21  )( *
pi Zx  as the member secret shares. 

Step 2:  For ni ,,2,1   executes the following steps: 

1) Construct a polynomial )(xPi  of degree (t-1) and compute group secrets is  , 

)0(iPv  , pgs v
i mod . 

2) Compute )( jiij IDPZ  , for nj ,,2,1  . 

3) Compute, pxhc j
i

ij mod)(1  , )(1
j

i
ijij xhZd   and pgq ijc

ij mod   as the pseudo 

shares , for nj ,,2,1  . 

4) Compute pgr ijd
ij mod  for nj ,,2,1  . 

Step 3: Deliver ix to each participant secretly and publish all ijr  for ki ,,2,1   and 

nj ,,2,1  . 

 
5.2. Group Secret Reconstruction 

Without losing generality, assume that n different group secrets reconstruction policy 

exit in the group. For each policy, there is a corresponding group secret and threshold value. is  
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( ),,2,1 ni  are group secrets. Assume to reconstruct the group secret ls by the co-operation 

of at least l participants . They provide their pseudo shares ljq  (for lj ,,2,1  ) to the group 

secret combiner. After the group secret combiner receives pseudo shares ljq , he reconstructs 

the group secret ls  through the following formula: 
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The group secrets can be reconstructed in the free order. 
 
 
6. Analyses of the Improved Scheme’s Security  
6.1. The Scheme is Multi-time-use  

To reconstruct the group secret ls , at least l participants must provide their pseudo 

shares ljq .  From pgq ljc
lj mod , attacker can’t get pxhc j

l
lj mod)(1  because it is 

a discrete logarithm problem. Though attacker can get ljc , he still can’t get ix  because of one-

way function’s character.  On the other hand,  to share k secrets in our scheme, each participant 

only need to keep one secret share ix . 

 
6.2. The New Scheme is Multi-secret Sharing 

It improves the flexibility of the scheme and can meet with different practical application 
because different group secrets is corresponding to different secret polynomial function in the 

scheme initialization.  The group secret is  ( ),,2,1 ki   can be reconstructed in free order. If 

ls is be reconstructed, 1ls  and 1ls  isn’t  influenced because attacker can’t get member secret 

sharing according to discrete logarithm problem. 
 

6.3. Less than Threshold Value Members can’t Reconstruct Corresponding Group Secret 
Attackers can’t recover secret polynomial )( jl IDP  because these problems are based 

on discrete logarithm problem security and Shamir’s secret sharing scheme. 
 

6.4. The Scheme can Resist Conspiring Attack 
If some group members want to conspiring attack to generate group secret, the 

reconstructing formula can’t work successfully because attacker can’t impersonate right ljr . 

 
 
7. Analyses of  the Improved Scheme’s Performance 

Shamir’s secret sharing, discrete logarithm problem and one way function are used in 
the multi-secret sharing scheme so that their computation complexity is different. Their 
difference of performance is listed in the following Table 1. √ represents the security mechanism 
is used and ×represents the security mechanism isn’t used. 
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Table 1. Performance Comparison of Scheme 1 [4], Scheme 2 [10] and Improved Scheme 
Security mechanism Improved scheme   Scheme 1 [4]   Scheme 2  [10] 

Shamir’s secret sharing √ √    √ 
discrete logarithm problem √ × √ 

one way function √ √ × 

 
 

The three scheme is emulated in such runtime environment as Celeron 1.4GHz + 1G 
RAM + Windows XP + VC8.0. The experiment mainly compares member secret shadow 
distribution and sharing secret reconstruction’s efficiency in the three scheme. Sha1 is selected 
as one way function, modulo  p of 512,768,1024 and 1280 bit  is selected.The comparison of 
efficiency in tne three scheme is as following Figure 1. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Comparison of Member Secret Shadow Distribution and Sharing Secret 
Reconstruction’s Efficiency in the Three Scheme 

 
 
8. Conclusion 

The shortages of He-Dawson’s multi-secret sharing  scheme was analyzed and 
presented in this article, which is one-time-use scheme and can’t resist conspiring attack. A 
improved new multi-secret sharing scheme was proposed by using the one-way function 
thoughts in the He-Dawson scheme. The improved scheme is multi-time-use of once secret 
shares distribution and can resist conspiring attack. Furthermore, the new scheme is multi-
secret sharing, group secrets can be reconstructed in free order and different group secret is 
corresponding  to different threshold value which can meet with different practical application. At 
last, the security and efficiency of the new proposed multi-secret sharing scheme are analyzed. 
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